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Abstract

With increased availability of smartphones, game consoles and computers 
with capabilities of synthesizing procedural music in real time comes the 
challenge of realizing new tools for generative music composition for games, 
inter-media art and musical live performance.

This work defines a new method of creating music, “procedural 
sequencing”, and it presents a musical software that attempts to solve some of the 
design challenges of bridging interactive elements and more traditional tools for 
music composition. The software combines aspects of live coding with tracker 
sequencing. 
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1. Introduction

Recently, capabilities for creating music using virtual instruments in computers, 
smartphones, tablets and video-game consoles have become available due to increased 
processing power in these devices. Computer and video games no longer need to rely on 
pre-recorded music and this in turn, could provide greater interaction between events 
and their musical response. Most established techniques for procedural music rely on 
algorithmic, genetic or machine-learning systems while game design studios require 
predictable tools that integrate easily into established workflows. For this reason, the 
tracking type sequencer was used as a basis for this work as numerous game engines 
such as Unreal[1] and Unity[2] but also audio middleware such as Fmod[3] have been 
or are supporting tracker-file playback and integration.

Certain forms of modern games such as MMORPGs, where players inhabit large 
game worlds, present great difficulties for game music composers, as they are forced to 
compose music for thousands of hours of gameplay without it sounding repetitive when 
listened to for long periods of time[4].

1.1 Aim and Purpose
The aim of this project was to create a tool for the evaluation of procedural 

music composition using a tracker-livecoding hybrid interface. While there are pieces of 
software that indirectly allow for similar functionality, through the construction of a 
similar system by the user, there exists no previous tool for the musical sequencing of 
code execution, to the knowledge of the author, and it is thus the purpose of this work to 
explore the various aspects of this new form of computer music composition.

A finished system would have all the functionality of a regular DAW, digital 
audio workstation, such as audio-plugin hosting capabilities, audio recording and 
playback, live-performance systems and score generation. Such functionality was 
purposefully left out to focus on the core functionality, both from a development point 
of view and for user testing.

1.2 Method
The prototype was developed in C++ using openFrameworks, an open-source 

tool kit created to enable quicker development of creative applications with easy cross-
platform code portability. Lua was selected as the scripting language and the virtual 
machine embedded in the software is built upon functionality in the Boost C++ library.

The user interface was built upon the ofxUI extension for openFrameworks.
For sequencing, a special user interface widget had to be developed. A basic synthesizer 
was embedded to insure any tester could evaluate the system regardless of what 
software or hardware synthesizers they possess.

An attempt was made at gathering user feedback via an online survey system 
provided in conjunction with the download page for the software prototype. In addition 
the prototype was tested to evaluate its capabilities for generating complex musical 
material using procedural methods.
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1.3 Text Overview
This text details the creation of a software for procedural music creation. In this 

chapter, an overview of the work is presented. Chapter 2 outlines the history of tracker 
music software followed by descriptions of various live-coding environments, modular 
music environments and tools for procedural music composition. The terms procedural, 
generative and algorithmic with respect to the process of music composition are also 
discussed. In chapter 3 the Scriptracker software prototype is presented and a thorough 
description of its structure, user interface and scripting system is presented. Chapter 4 
presents results in terms of user surveys, personal accounts and feedback from testers. 
Chapter 5 concludes this text with discussions on the results and recommendations for 
future work and research.

1.4 About the Author
Usually the personal background of the author of a work such as this should be 

disregarded, but the motivation behind this project comes from a highly personal 
motivation to create a tool with these characteristics. Additionally, many design 
decisions were made as esthetic choices, sometimes intentionally discarding 
possibilities provided by alternative solutions in favor of design that has a historical 
value or simply out of personal preference. Because of this a short presentation of the 
author is deemed to be in place.

I began experimenting electronic music on computers with FastTracker 2 in 
1995 at the early age of 11, initially purely for personal entertainment. In 1997 I began 
to create entire pieces of music in the genres of Big Beat, Drum n' Bass and Techno 
using software such as Rebirth, Fruity Loops and Sonic Foundry Acid. Many years later, 
in 2004 I had moved to Reason, one of the first fully integrated digital audio 
workstations that would run on a standard home PC.

Between 2005 and 2008 I worked with Ableton Live, Reaktor and Max, taking 
courses in electroacoustic music composition at the EMS Studios in Stockholm. During 
this period I also experimented with alternative interfaces for live performance using, 
among other things, repurposed Nintendo Wii controllers for controlling real-time 
“beatmashing”, cutting up, rearranging and processing sampled breakbeats and loops.

From 2008 to 2010 I studied electroacoustic composition at the Gotland School 
of Music Composition producing two pieces of quadraphonic music, “Recursions”,  
exploring the use of modulars with modern music software and “Iterations”, focused on 
user-directed procedural music composition using Ableton Live and Max4Live. The 
convoluted workflows and limited functionality of currently available tools led me to 
my current studies at the University of Kristianstad.
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2. Trackers, Live-coding environments and 
Procedural Music Tools

When initiating the work the focus was initially on creating an interface based 
around a visual workflow but later, as described in Chapter 3, the decision was made to 
convert to a tracker and live-coding based interface. During the design phase, many 
existing trackers and live-coding systems were analyzed and tested. In this chapter, 
notable pieces of such software that have in one way or the other influenced the design 
of the prototype described in Chapter 3 are presented along with discussions on how the 
introduction of new possibilities of these tools have influenced musical expression. In 
addition, common visual tools for the creation of procedural music, such as Max and 
Reaktor are presented. And finally, other approaches to “procedural sequencing” are 
discussed.

2.1 Chiptunes and the Early Days of Tracker Sequencers
Tracker sequencers date back to the very beginning of personal computer music 

with the release of Ultimate Soundtracker (fig. 2.1) for the Amiga series of computers 
by Karsten Obarski in 1987[5]. The very same year, C-Labs released the first version of 
Notator for the Atari ST which would later become the widely popular “Logic”-series of 
DAW software. What sets the tracker approach to music making apart from its visual 
counterparts is its highly minimalist form of score representation, with notes 
represented by text characters and instead of representing time from left to right as a 
traditional music score, it advances from the top to bottom, with every row 
corresponding to a fixed rhythmical subdivision1.

Ultimate Soundtracker provided only 4 channels of sample playback due to a 
limitation in the “Paula” sound hardware of the Amiga series of computers. This highly 
limited layout poses many challenges for the composer; being able to play only three 
notes simultaneously made early adopters invent a wide repertoire of workarounds that 

1 Trackers commonly provide means of changing the rhythmical subdivision and tempo by sequencing 
it through so called “effect commands”, allowing for complex rhythmical structures.

Figure 2.1: Ultimate Soundtracker
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hide the limitations imposed by the hardware. By playing very rapid arpeggios, where 
the rhythmic interval resides in the “Micro Time Scale”, as defined by Curtis Roads in 
the book Microsound[6], the perceived effect is neither as slow as a traditional arpeggio, 
where the individual notes are easily discernible, nor as fast as low audio rates, where 
the frequency of alternation would create audible side-bands, equivalent to exponential 
frequency modulation2 using a stepped modulator waveform.

2.1.1 The tracker evolved - FastTracker 2 and its likes.
FastTracker 2 was the author's first encounter with a tracking software. 

Developed for the DOS operating system, FastTracker 2 was released in 1993 by the 
demo-scene group “Triton”, which would later form the game development studio 
Starbreeze Studios[7]. Just as its predecessor, ProTracker, for the Amiga, FT2 had an 
extended set of effect commands for manipulating sample start position and direction. 
Using these commands, the composer could perform manipulations on loops and 
“breakbeats”3, a practice widely used in the creation of jungle music and its sub-genres.

2.1.2 Jeskola Buzz
Jeskola Buzz, a freeware tracker, released in 1997, for the Windows 95 operating 

system, was the first tracker to provide a modular routing environment for audio 
streams.  It came bundled with instruments and effects that could be chained together to 
create complex serial and parallel processing effect chains. Users could also program 
their own instruments and effects using a SDK and to this date4 there are more than 300 
instruments and 600 effects available.

2.1.3 Renoise - The modern tracker
A commercial tracker released in 2002, Renoise has much of the modern 

functionality that composers expect from a professional DAW application and has 
gained popularity especially among “Breakcore” and “Drill n' Bass” artists such as 
Venetian Snares, Enduser and Richard Devine[8] due to the ease with which the user 
can sequence manual breakbeat randomization, time-stretch and pitch-shift effects by 
manipulating and interpolating effect-commands which control sample start position at 
note onset.

2.2 The Live-coding Environment
A “live-coding” environment is a common way of defining script-based tools for 

procedural music creation. Instead of entering musical notes the composer writes code 
that fully defines the musical output, either as midi material that can be used to create 
musical scores or by synthesizing sounds inside the software.  The act of live coding 
itself is inserting pieces of code or having the software automatically reevaluate the 
code as it is entered or changed[9]. The prototype presented in Chapter 3 leverages 
some of this functionality while many live-coding environments demand that the user 
defines all the scaffolding, such as the metronome and sequencing. This makes for a 
very difficult learning curve for many composers and musicians. For inexperienced 
users, the workflow can be frustrating since it favors the creation of music through 
algorithmic means rather than traditional notation. In return live-coding environments 
provide nearly endless capabilities for the creation of highly complex pieces of 
electronic music. The object oriented nature of these programs proves very powerful 
over visual alternatives when performing operations such as programmatically creating 

2 Note-intervals are exponential with respect to frequency and can be calculated using the formula 

f (n)=(
12√2)

n−49
×440Hz .

3 One bar sampled loop, a common source being funk records, with the most ubiquitous one, the 
“Amen Break” taken from the song “Amen Brother” by The Winstons.

4 Counted on 2013-06-03 at buzzmachines.com
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large sets of oscillators with individual characteristics defined by mathematical 
formulas. While there are several live-coding environments available, SuperCollider is 
perhaps the most widely used software.

2.2.1 SuperCollider
SuperCollider was created by James McCartney in 1996[10]. Both an 

environment and a programming language, SuperCollider provides a rich tool-set of 
“Unit Generators” or UGENs for sound generation and processing. The processing runs 
on a “server” application to which the user sends snippets of code to be executed. In live 
performance, the performers can have a prepared document of code to execute, fully or 
in parts while interacting with the piece via custom graphical user interfaces or external 
devices communicating over MIDI or OSC. The live-coding workflow consists of 
writing code on the fly, changing it and modifying variables.

2.3 Modular Tools for Procedural Music
Modular environments such as Max, Pure Data and Reaktor provide another, 

arguably easier, workflow for procedural music composition compared to its text-based 
counterparts: Drawing inspiration from early modular synthesizers, the user connects 
blocks, modules or nodes, representing audio, video, and data sources and modifiers. As 
in a hardware modular system, complex “patches” can be created but when working 
with software, the users are not limited to the amount of physical modules and patch-
cords they have at their disposal; instead, the complexity is only limited by computing 
power.

2.3.1 Cycling '74 Max
Originally available only as a tool for interactive music for the Macintosh, with 

the inclusion of MSP and Jitter, the audio and video processing libraries, it has become 
one of the most widely used visual programming languages for composers of electronic 
music. In Max the user connects boxes representing objects with cables (fig. 2.2). With 
the integration of Max as an extension of popular DAW package Ableton Live, 
Max4Live, the use of modular environments is becoming more widespread.

2.3.2 Pure Data
Very similar to Max/MSP, pure data is a free and open-source alternative to Max 

with an advantage of being embeddable as an audio engine for games and music 
software running on computers and smartphones through its libpd framework. This 
possibility to use pure data as a procedural audio design tool has earned it a widespread 
use among game developers with titles such as Spore[11] and FRACT[12] using it for 
real-time sound generation. The app RjDj for the Iphone series of smartphones serves as 

Figure 2.2: A Max "patch"
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a Pure Data scene player and lets the user listen to and interact with generative pieces of 
music, instruments and sequencers that can be bought or downloaded for free through 
its integrated store. Composer Hans Zimmer created the interactive movie soundtracks 
“Inception: The App” and “The Dark Knight Rises Z+” with a system based on 
RjDj[13].

2.3.3 Native Instruments Reaktor
While mainly audio synthesis oriented, Reaktor by Native Instruments also 

provides a large set of data processing modules that can be used to create generative 
music tools. Reaktor was until recently unique5 with its “Core Cell” technology which 
provides the means for creating new signal processing blocks, including recursive 
filters, by connecting low level nodes within certain “core” macro blocks (fig.2.3).

2.4 Procedural Sequencers
Surprisingly, there are very few sequencers6 designed for “procedural 

sequencing”. While researching, the conclusion was made that this could be attributed 
to the difficulty of integrating procedural workflows with traditional sequencing. Two 
pieces of software stand out as interesting candidates but Ableton Live with its 
Max4Live extension should also be mentioned since it is perhaps the only tool that 
provides procedural capabilities in conjunction with traditional sequencing.

2.4.1 Nodal
In Nodal (fig. 2.4), a network of nodes representing musical events is connected, 

with edges describing transitions[14]. “Players” then traverse the graph producing 
notes. The system is highly flexible, being able to play back existing “linear” sequences 
written with conventional notation in addition to its generative features[15].

2.4.2 IanniX
Inspired by the work of experimental composer Iannis Xenakis, there is a 

5 Max recently introduced the gen~ object with similar capabilities.
6 A sequencer being a tool based around a musical score where the relative position of elements define 

rhythmic and/or pitch characteristics of the resulting musical material.

Figure 2.4: A piece in Nodal

Figure 2.3: Bilinear Integrator in Reaktor Core
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graphical sequencing environment, IanniX, that provides special tools for the creation of 
complex ordered clusters, stochastic sequences represented using lines and shapes. 
Complementing the graphical elements there is the possibility of further 
experimentation via scripting in javascript.

2.4.3 Ableton Live & Max4Live
While Live is not specifically intended as a procedural sequencer it does provide 

some facilities for such practices. In Live, clips, containers for loops of music, can be 
set to launch an adjacent clip based on random factors or timing events, using the clip 
launch options. Combined with the “legato” mode of launching clips, where a clip is not 
reset to its starting position when being re-triggered, clips with different lengths can 
create seemingly generative sequences. With the addition of Max4Live, the composer 
can create or use special devices for processing and generating notes. These devices are 
created in Max and provide a seamless user experience by taking on the appearance of 
built-in live devices.

2.4.4 Limit Cycle EP: Procedural Music With Max4Live
When Max4Live was released, the author composed a four piece extended play 

release titled “Limit Cycle EP”[16], exploring new procedural workflows available in 
Max4Live. Custom devices for managing musical mode were created using Max 
externals created by Vincent Manzo, “The Modal Object Library”[17]. When creating 
this piece it became apparent that Live requires significant workarounds and an un-
intuitive user experience in terms of predictability of results. Automation curves were 
used to control the macro-form of the pieces, by controlling parameters such as the 
probability that a note is played.

Rhythmical structures were generated by alternating clips with various 
rhythmical material using the “legato” method described in the previous section.

2.5 Summary
In this chapter an outline of current tools for the creation of procedural music 

has been given along with three currently available tools for procedural sequencing.
A previous work by the author, created using such a tool has been presented, as 

well as a general outline of methods of creating rhythmical, harmonic, and macro-
temporal structure.
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3. Procedural Sequencing – Scriptracker

Scriptracker is based around a novel approach of sequenced scripting. Where 
traditional composition deals with notes and their expression, in Scriptracker the 
declaration of the procedural functions that control the resulting musical content can be 
sequenced and changed as any other musical event. And unlike a standard modular 
environment, Scriptracker is inherently flexible with respect to quick changes to the 
algorithms in effect. Initially, the type of sequencer upon which the work would be 
based was undefined, but through a series of prototypes, a live coding tracker-hybrid 
interface was settled upon.

3.1 Design Feature Requirements and Initial Prototypes
At the initial design stage of formulating the concept for what would become 

Scriptracker, a set of requirements were formulated. At this stage the decision had not 
yet been made to base the program around a tracker-type interface.

• Sufficient functionality for the initial evaluation of procedural sequencing

• Internal sound generation

• Built around existing form of sequencer

• Code-portability for easy compilation on multiple platforms

The third design requirement initially set the focus of the project on creating an 
extended piano-roll based interface. This interface would integrate the modular 
workflows of visual environments such as Reaktor or Max into the commonly used 
piano-roll type sequencing canvas (Fig. 3.1).

During the course of developing a piano-roll based prototype it was discovered 
that the time spent developing custom graphical user interface elements for such a 
system could come to restrict the scope of the project to only the most rudimentary form 
of procedural scripting, such as branching sequences. Upon this realization a decision 
was made instead to build the system upon a tracker-type sequencer, and instead of the 

Figure 3.1: Early Piano-Roll Based Mockup
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modular paradigm, to use live coding as an inspiration to create a script based 
procedural sequencer. openFrameworks was selected as the toolkit upon which the 
prototypes were built to satisfy the code-portability requirement and because of 
previous experience.

3.2 Program Architecture
 Scriptracker has a sequencer running at a constant pace of 16th notes at a BPM 

set by the user. The prototype provides only one track per piece and no save 
functionality. This was a conscious decision in an attempt to force the user to create 
musical structures surpassing the pattern length by using the scripting system. For 
organizing the musical material, the Scriptracker program was based around two types 
of tracks, those containing primarily notes and those dedicated to scripting. The note 
track serves the basic purpose of playing notes. Every track has its own 6 voice 
subtractive synthesizer with a resonant filter and an ADSR filter. When creating a new 
note track the oscillator waveform is selected by the user. Script tracks on the other hand 
generate no musical material, instead they are dedicated to scripting. While note tracks 
can be used for all scripting purposes, it became apparent at an early stage of testing that 
there was a need for the option to organize most of the scripting in one or more 
dedicated tracks. The information was stored in a common data type called “stPattern”, 
containing tracks which in turn could hold the steps that make up the sequence. Every 
step was designed to contain several entries of different types at the same time.

3.3 User Interface
The user interface was built upon the ofxUI7 openFrameworks extension by 

Syed Reza Ali. A custom UI “widget” was developed for tracker sequencing (Fig. 3.2). 
Like any other tracker, the user controls a cursor using the arrow keys and enters notes 
by using the alphabetic keys Z to M and Q to I, from left to right, corresponding to the 
white keys with S,D,G,H,J and 2,3,5,6,7 representing the black keys on a piano. 
Holding the shift key transposes the octave range up by two octaves providing a total 
range of four octaves. To enter note-off actions, the user holds the alt modifier while 
entering the note. Scripts are entered by pressing the return key on note tracks while on 
script tracks they may be entered directly.

7 ofxUI blog-post:  http://www.syedrezaali.com/blog/?p=2172 

Figure 3.2: Sequence view

http://www.syedrezaali.com/blog/?p=2172
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3.3.1 An unexpected discovery: Single column polyphony
While thinking ahead about how to accommodate blocks of code spanning 

multiple lines, a realization was made that by simply expanding the area dedicated to a 
slot in need of more space, it could also be used to accommodate the activation and or 
deactivation of multiple notes. By also shifting the onset of other corresponding steps 
by the same amount, the vertical interrelation between channels is maintained. A 
possible drawback to this approach would be that it breaks the relation between vertical 
position and the position in time. As an example, a part of a pattern that represents 4 
16th notes could occupy anything from 4 lines up to as many as are needed to represent 
the note-ons and note-offs as well as scripting text, entered by the composer.

3.3 Scripting System Overview 
The scripting system in Scriptracker makes use of the Lua programming 

language. It was chosen because of availability and ease of binding custom functions 
and because variables are declared through assignment, which would prove to be a 
valuable feature when used in sequenced scripting.

3.4 Basic Scripting
Basic scripting can be categorized as two types of actions, note scripting and 

general scripting. Note scripting is performed by pressing return on a note track and 
entering a script, beginning with the assignment character '=' followed by an expression 
that returns an integer. When the playback head reaches the step with the note script, it 
is evaluated and a note-on with the standard midi note-value corresponding to the 
integer returned by the script is played. Another note script, defined by the initial 
character '!', works the same way, but for note-off messages.

3.5 Specialized Functions
For the purpose of composition, the standard functions available in the Lua 

language were inadequate. Furthermore, it became apparent that writing complex 
functions in sequences were difficult and there was a need for commands that would 
alter the flow of time in the running sequence. Using the luabind module, 3 special 
commands were created for the application.

3.5.1 goto(int destination)
The goto command is perhaps the most basic Scriptracker-specific function 

available to the user. It simply sets the sequencer to jump to the absolute position 
provided by the “destination” argument, instead of progressing sequentially. This can be 
used to shorten the length of a sequence, by calling goto(0) or to skip a section of a 
sequence by jumping forward. It was designed with the use in combination with 
conditionals in mind.
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3.5.2 jump(int steps)
Jump sets the sequencer playhead to move an amount relative to its current 

position. When providing expressions as the argument, the jump function can produce 
complex rhythmic sequences from very basic material. In figure 3.3, the simple 
command “jump(-(L%13))” turns a 3 note sequence into a complex rhythm8.

3.5.3 noergaard(int index)
The “noergaard”-function was added to create the possibility of experimentation 

with the combination of scriptracking and algorithmic composition tools. It returns a 
number in the “Infinity Series” discovered by Danish composer Per Nørgård. The series 
has interesting characteristics such as self similarity. It was implemented using Jørgen 
Mortensens “binary” method[18] of looking up the infinity series.

3.6 Summary
This chapter describes the development of a “procedural sequencer” based on a 

tracker-type sequencing interface. Its novel approach to procedural sequencing 
functionality is detailed and its scripting functions and their workflow relating to the use 
of procedural-specific methods for music composition have been described. 

8 % or the modulo operator, can be used to produce divisions of a transport by supplying the song 
position and an argument. This can be useful for the creation of poly-rhythmic material when 
supplying numbers that cannot be squared as the argument.

Figure 3.3: Scripted sequence and resulting score
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4. Results

4.1 Survey Results (or the lack of)
Unfortunately, not a single survey result was recorded. While this was expected 

when settling on a text-based interface, the minimalist, non-graphical user interface of 
the prototype was perceived as “difficult” even before trying the software. Some initial 
reactions were that the interface seemed difficult and other potential users requested a 
version for Mac OS X. It is therefore unfortunate to conclude that more effort should 
have been made to provide an OS X and possibly Linux version at release. Another 
aspect that could account for the lack of survey results is the absence of reward for 
completing the survey. While a promise of such a reward comes with the risk of false 
entries, the noise created by such activities could be removed via randomized answer 
locations and outlier removal.

4.2 Personal Observations
The author has made several observations with regard to the prototype, during 

and past development. Several small musical etudes were created to evaluate the 
usefulness of the prototype for the creation of procedural music.

One characteristic of the prototype that produced surprisingly inspirational 
material was the combination of jump commands with modulo arithmetic on song 
position counters.

Some limitations were discovered in this process. Among these, the lack of 
percussion sounds in the prototype limits the possibility for the composition of 
rhythmically focused music such as Jazz, Drum n' Bass and Breakcore, genres 
specifically mentioned here because of the ease with which the prototype produces 
complex syncopated structures, which could prove valuable for those genres.

While highlighting the some possibilities of “procedural sequencing” it is 
apparent that the prototype has barely scratched the surface of what might be possible.

4.3 Limitations of Personal Observations
While trying to view the prototype as objectively as possibly, as the creator of 

the software my observations are bound to be influenced by several factors, such as my 
long experience of working with tracker software, since the age of 10, and my extensive 
work using Reaktor, Supercollider, Max and Pure Data. I therefore conclude that my 
“expert knowledge” influenced the user interface in such a way that it became an 
“expert” tool, difficult to approach for visually oriented users while not necessarily 
providing any benefits over a visual user interface.

However, it should be said that while my work on this project is primarily as that 
of a developer, I am primarily a composer and it was my personal frustration with the 
lack of previous work in this field that motivated the creation of this tool.
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4.4 Example of Procedural Sequencing 
Using procedural sequencing, musical material with complex features can be 

generated with little effort. For purposes of evaluating the capabilities a pattern was 
written in Scriptracker utilizing several of the techniques outlined in the previous 
chapter simultaneously. Figure 4.1 shows the Scriptracker sequence. This sequence 
combines multiple jump commands. Since the jump command at 13 rewinds time 
relative to the song position, it generates by itself a rhythmic rule. Since the jump 
command at 5 depends on the state of the variable 'i', and this variable is changed 
relative to the jump at 13, this creates a complex inter-dependent relation, producing a 
rhythm with advanced poly-rhythmical characteristics while not exhibiting any signs of 
perceived randomness.

In figure 4.2, an excerpt of the sequence is shown in standard notation. Some 
notes have been wrapped to fit inside the system and note-lengths have been adjusted 
for readability. From this small excerpt the complexity of the generated results is 
apparent.

This score also shows that the general characteristics of the note material written 
by the user are maintained, in terms of pitch and in terms of rhythmical intervals. 
Gaining deeper experience through experimentation, a composer could potentially gain 
the intuitive ability of predicting the set of note-length intervals generated by various 
modulo-based playback manipulations.

4.5 Summary
In this chapter, results from evaluating the Scriptracker tool have been presented. 

It has been shown, through a study, that the Scriptracker tool can produce complex 
musical material from very little input. In the following chapter a conclusion to the 
work is given along with recommendations for further work and research into the 
emergent field of procedural sequencing.

Figure 4.1: Scriptracker sequence utilizing multiple techniques
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Figure 4.2: Score generated from complex sequence
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5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, a type of music software for the creation of procedural music, the 

“procedural sequencer” has been defined. A brief taxonomy of other tools that have 
influenced, inspired or provide an alternative to this work has been given. The 
implementation of such a tool has been presented and design choices have been 
described. The value of such a tool in terms of its ability to produce complex musical 
material has been described. When abandoning the notion of limiting a computer music 
score to traditional events such as notes, an endless set of possibilities present 
themselves.

5.1 Recommendations for Future Work

This work has presented one approach to procedural sequencing. A lack of 
resources and time prevented the construction of a sequencer based on conventional 
piano-roll notation. Such a system could provide the means for procedural sequencing 
that can be approached by the average user due to its familiar user interface. Such a 
system could also provide the means of manually constructing “Markov chains” of 
notes that also respect the time-of-onset in relation to musical structures such as bars 
and beats. It would also be recommended to explore the possibility of inserting blocks 
containing scripts, alternative types of notes, objects that project fields affecting other 
nearby objects, and even objects that can move around the piano-roll canvas.
 A procedural sequencer could also benefit from including real-world data 
sources such as accelerometer sensors, GPS information or weather data that could be 
used as variables that modulate note generation processes.

Embedding playback capabilities in a game and evaluating user experience, via 
blind tests or other methods, would be a very important goal in developing a mature 
system for procedural music for games.
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